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WHAT IS 

MOVEMENT 

The vision

people 

of Jesus

The mission

100 Million 

WHAT IS THIS 

MOVEMENT ABOUT ?

vision of ESBS is one movement of 

people from all backgrounds to see the Gospel 

esus Christ change Europe. 

mission of ESBS is to reach together for 

100 Million lives for Jesus Christ.



This movement

organization

whole

harvest

welcome

We believe

what they

spread the Good News of 

their sphere

lives in Europe 

movement is not another

organization. It is a mobilization of the 

Church, a global network, to see a 

harvest on this continent. Everybody is

welcome to be in this movement. 

believe that as Christians in Europe do 

they can do together and as they

spread the Good News of Jesus Christ in 

sphere of life, we will all see many

in Europe turn to Jesus. 



We
empower
existing
the 

We want to 
empower the 
existing and raise
the missing.



HOW CAN 
YOU BE IN?YOU BE IN?
HOW CAN 

YOU BE IN?YOU BE IN?



YOU ARE IMPORTANT
Europe 

on 4 simple and 

Gospel and 

every Christians

We believe

these 4 

relationships

such a time as 

You are important to 

sphere of life! 

YOU ARE IMPORTANT
Europe Shall Be Saved is a movement that agrees

on 4 simple and clear statements: Unity, Hope, 

Gospel and Presence. These 4 statements leads 

Christians in 4 actions steps. 

believe that Christians together as we agree on 

4 statements, as we multiply strategic

relationships and use the gifts that we all carry for 

a time as this, we will see changes.

You are important to make a difference in your

of life! Thank you for the part you play. 



4 ACTION STEPS 

UNITY

Do together what we can do together. 
Stop speaking evil against other
denominations.

PRESENCE

Believe for a breakthrough in Europe and 
pray for it daily.

4 ACTION STEPS 

GOSPEL

Start sharing the Gospel with new people.

HOPE

Declare daily Europe shall be saved at 5pm 
CET. 



VALUES ( 1 / 2 )

ESBS works on 4 main values:

LOVE UNITY TRUST SERVICE



VALUES ( 2 / 2 )

TRUST

First, trust in God the Almighty. He is the one who has accomplished 
everything on the cross and who has everything under His control. 
Also, trust in the capacity and faithfulness of our brothers and 
sisters in Christ to follow the call of God for their life. Finally, trust in 
the body of Christ that is expressed in so many different ways in 
Europe.

SERVICE 

In Jesus’ likeness of serving the Father and serving people, we are 
called to do the same by serving God and serving others. Service is 
a great proof and act of love. Lets never stop doing good to people. 
Service is not about performance but it is a participation with God to 
what he is doing, it is a grace.

UNITY

Together we are better! Unity amongst the Christians, by joining our 

strengths and gifts, we will make a significant difference. As the 

bride of Christ, we are all one in Christ – one body made out of 

different parts. As Christ and the Father are one, living in unity is not 

an option, it is our strength. 

LOVE

God is love. Jesus invites us to love God and love people, these are 

the first and greatest commandments. Love is the reason why we 

get to know God, live for Him and by which we are saved. It should 

be our priority and to do everything out of love. Lets love the world 

with His love, in words and actions.



BE IN, WHY?
Being IN means that you believe and practice the 4 actions 
- Hope - There is Hope in Christ for Europe  Declare
- Gospel - The Gospel needs to be shared in Europe 
- Unity - Unity amongst Christians is essentiel 
- Presence - Prayer is key for a breakthrough in Europe 

Every Christian is needed. You have been gifted and 
to use you. 
Every Christian is needed. You have been gifted and 
to use you. 

By joining, you will :
- Be empowered & strengthened
- Stay connected with thousands of Christians in Europe
- Together, we will see a change in Europe.
- Receive free ressources 
- And more.

Lets put our strengthes together to do our part and 

and practice the 4 actions steps:
Declare daily Europe Shall Be Saved

in Europe  Start sharing the Gospel with new people.
Do together what we can do together. 

in Europe  Believe and pray daily for a breakthrough.

and placed in a specific sphere of life where God wantsand placed in a specific sphere of life where God wants

in Europe

part and God will do the rest!



WHO IS ALREADY IN?WHO IS ALREADY IN?



… and many more

Partners & Supporters

They have begun to connect to the vision and they simply stand 
Daniel Kolenda (CFAN, USA)

Matthias Kuhn (G-Movement, CH)

Lausanne and Geneva, CH)

Chris Poeschl (CIG, A)

Leo Bigger (ICF, CH)

Father Karl Wallner OCist, (Professor of catholic 

theology, Missio Austria)

Pete Greig (UK)

Carlos Payan (F)

David Wagner (Fathers Heart, USA)

Markus Wenz (Holy Spirit Nights, D)

Tim Eldridge (Presence Ministries, UK)

Andreas Keller (Schleife, CH)

Sverre Bjørnhaug (NO)

Msg Charles Morerod (Catholic Bishop of Fribourg, 

Uli Eggers (Willow Creek Germany, D)

Werner Lehmann (Gospel Wave, CH)

Father Nicolas Buttet (

Bedros Nassanian (Hope Geneva, CY)

Thierry & Monique Juvet

Henry Madava (Victory Christian Church, 

David Bonhomme (Progressif

David Vandeput (B)

Ben Fitzgerald (Awakening Europe, USA)

David Demian (Global Gathering)

Gerhard Proß (Together for Europe)

more

begun to connect to the vision and they simply stand IN.
Lausanne and Geneva, CH)

)

Sergey Shidlowskij (God Seeker, RU)

Maciej Wolskij (Foundation 24/7, PO)

Eggers (Willow Creek Germany, D)

Werner Lehmann (Gospel Wave, CH)

(Fraternité Eucharistein, CH)

(Hope Geneva, CY)

Juvet (Institut pour l’Honneur, CH)

(Victory Christian Church, Ukr)

Progressif Media, F)

Fitzgerald (Awakening Europe, USA)

(Global Gathering)

(Together for Europe)

Dr. Maximilian von Oettingen (Loretto, D)

Prince Philip Kiril of Prussia (great-grandson of Kaiser 

Wilhelm II)

Heidi Baker (Iris, MZ)

Bernhard Meuser (YOUCAT foundation intl.)

Fadi Krikor (Father’s House for all nations)

Stacey Campbell (Be a Hero, CA)

Ian Nicholson (24/7 Prayer, UK)

… and many more to come!



5 PM

Your words have power!

One simple step Set your alarm on 5pm CET. 

Declare daily at 5pm « Europe ShallDeclare daily at 5pm « Europe Shall
Christians in Europe. 

We believe that our words have power. 
tragedies of this World, we have an unshakeable
is want we declare. 

on 5pm CET. 

Be Saved » with thousands of otherBe Saved » with thousands of other

have power. Despite the issues and the 
unshakeable hope in Christ and this



I’M IN ! … AND YOU ?

Do you have a heart to see peoples lives
Jesus?

Are you convinced of the importance and Are you convinced of the importance and 
4 actions steps ?

Unity …walking in U
Presence …praying

Gospel …sharing the Gospel
Hope …declaring daily Europe 

ND YOU ?

lives around you be touched by 

of the importance and wanting to put in practice the of the importance and wanting to put in practice the 

Unity with Christians
for a breakthrough

sharing the Gospel
Europe Shall Be Saved!



JOIN THE MOVEMENT

Like thousands other Christian individuals
the ESBS movement!

Will you be IN too?Will you be IN too?

YES, I’M IN !

JOIN THE MOVEMENT

individuals and leaders in Europe, join

YES, I’M IN !




